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Introduction
This evidence-based practice paper presents guidelines that can be used by TAs to
implement collaborative problem solving activities in undergraduate engineering classrooms.
Three researchers and two engineering teaching assistants co-designed the guidelines as part of a
design-based implementation research project, Collaborative Support Tools for Engineering
Problem Solving (CSTEPS), that aims to develop tools to support collaborative learning in
undergraduate engineering courses. This paper presents these guidelines and illustrates how TAs
can use them to effectively implement collaborative problem solving activities in their future
discussion sections.
What is Collaborative Problem Solving?
Collaborative problem solving can be defined as “a coordinated, synchronous activity
that is the result of a continued attempt to construct and maintain a shared conception of a
problem [1, p.70]”. The role of the teacher in implementing collaborative problem solving
activities in face-to-face STEM classrooms has received increasing attention in recent years [2],
[3], [4], [5]. According to these researchers, teachers must implement strategies that can facilitate
student interactions in groups which, in turn, can positively impact the group progress towards
the goal of solving the task during the activity. These strategies must take place prior to the
beginning of the activity, during the activity, and at the end of the activity [3]. Empirical studies
that focus on examining these strategies are limited [6], [7], [8], [9]; they all recommend that
teachers attend preparation programs to help them understand their role in orchestrating
collaborative problem solving activities.
The Role of Teaching Assistants in Collaborative Problem Solving
Teaching assistants (TAs) are students pursuing graduate degrees and are responsible for
assisting professors in teaching many higher education courses [10]. While performing their
teaching duties, TAs are expected to implement various teaching practices such as presenting
information, emphasizing certain concepts, communicating with students, and assessing
students’ outcomes [11]. Nevertheless, research has shown that TAs start their teaching positions
with limited teaching experience, developing their skills by trial and error [12], and they rarely
receive guidance or feedback about their teaching practices [13]. Research has also shown that
TAs struggle in implementing effective strategies at the beginning, during, and at the end of a
collaborative problem solving activity to support students’ interactions during group work [6],
[14]. Even after attending a semester-long course on how to implement collaborative problem
solving, TAs struggled in translating the course content into effective teaching practices to
orchestrate collaborative problem solving [15]. One reason for that can be the lack of actual

guidelines that can help TAs translate the theoretical ideas about implementing collaborative
problem solving into concrete actions [15].
Our design-based implementation research project aims at developing tools that support
teachers and students during collaborative problem solving in undergraduate introductory
engineering courses. In light of research that shows that TAs struggle in implementing effective
strategies at the beginning, during, and at the end of a collaborative problem solving activity to
support students’ interactions during group work, we wanted to design guidelines that can assist
TAs in orchestrating collaborative problem solving activities. We co-designed these guidelines
with two engineering TAs during two workshops. This paper answers the following questions:
1) What were the co-designed guidelines for implementing collaborative problem solving
that emerged from the two workshops?
2) How can TAs use these guidelines to implement collaborative problem solving activities
in their future discussion sections?
Methods
Design
This work is part of a multi-year design based implementation research project [16] that
focused on supporting collaborative problem solving activities in undergraduate engineering
courses in a large Midwestern university. The project included the iterative co-design of tools
with the teaching team (course instructors and teaching assistants) that can help the teaching
assistants and students in effectively implementing collaborative problem solving in discussion
sections.
Participants
Participants were three researchers and two engineering teaching assistants; one of the
researchers had previously been a TA for the engineering course. The two TAs were enrolled in
the master’s engineering program at the university. In Spring 2019, both TAs were teaching the
discussion sections of an introductory engineering course on solid mechanics. This was their
fourth and fifth semesters teaching this course.
Data Collection
The team participated in two, two-hour long co-design workshops. The purpose of the
workshops was to co-design guidelines that can inform future teaching assistants about
implementing collaborative problem solving in discussion sections. Both workshops were audio
recorded.
Data Analysis
After the workshops, two researchers went through the recordings and extracted all
teaching strategies the team discussed during the workshops. All members of the team were
asked to review the guidelines separately, and then met to approve and finalize the guidelines.
Themes that described the creation of the guidelines were extracted from the discussions.

Results
We created the guidelines to help TAs effectively implement collaborative problem
solving in their discussion sections. Using the Implementation of Collaborative Learning in the
Classroom framework [3], we discussed guidelines that can be implemented at the beginning,
during, and at the end of class to support students’ collaboration. During the co-design process,
TAs shared that they did not think they had the leverage in their classroom to require specific
collaborative behaviors from students because it was never established as an expectation from
the beginning of the semester. Therefore, we started by discussing how to explicitly articulate the
importance of collaboration with the students during the very first class meeting (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Guidelines to structure how to emphasize the importance of discussing collaboration
from the beginning of the class.
Next, we discussed research findings on the role of the teachers in implementing
collaborative problem solving. The TAs shared how these matched (or mismatched) what takes
place during their engineering discussion sections. Guidelines about the beginning of class were
centered around how to prepare students to effectively collaborate as they solve the task (Figure
2). The recurring themes that emerged during this discussion were the need to remind students
that they are expected to work together to solve the tasks. The students need to create a joint
space to explore and test out solutions as a group; giving them details about the task-related
concepts and procedures during the introductions can hinder this process. One member of the
research team described this as “taking away the students’ collaborative instances”.

Figure 2: Guidelines for what to say at the beginning of class to promote collaboration and
reiterate the importance to the students.
We spent the majority of the time in both workshops discussing guidelines related to
monitoring and intervening in groups. We focused on two themes, what to look for while
monitoring and how to intervene (Figure 3). We agreed on the need to monitor a group before
intervening to diagnose the group’s difficulties and decide if an intervention is necessary. We
discussed the challenge of knowing when to intervene and when not to intervene. Research
explains that sometimes when developing a joint understanding of the content, groups struggle to
determine a procedure or answer [17]. However, this struggle can be productive. Providing the
group with explicit problem solving procedures or answers takes away the need to co-construct
knowledge [6]. Nevertheless, both TAs mentioned that sometimes it is inevitable to provide the
group with an explicit explanation of a concept or a problem solving procedure. They argued that
while collaboration is important, the primary goal as TAs is to help the students understand key
concepts and how they are applied to real life situations. However, instead of directly explaining
concepts or giving answers, we agreed to focus on asking group members to check their answers
with each other. We also discussed the importance of demonstrating desired collaborative
behaviors to groups and compiled a list of ways to do this.

Figure 3: Guidelines for what to say and how to interact with groups of students as they are
working.
Developing guidelines for the whole class discussions (Figure 4) and the end of class
(Figure 5) were the most challenging discussions during the process of co-designing the
guidelines. Neither TA had orchestrated many whole class discussions during their previous
semesters of teaching. Since these are short classes, we were all wary of long whole class
discussions interrupting good collaboration. We agreed that if whole class discussions are
necessary they should be quick and either reiterate collaboration or quickly explain a
misunderstood concept. Also, TAs did not engage in end of class wrap ups. Since this is a short
class, there is often not enough time to wrap up the session and students are often ending at
different parts of the worksheet. We discussed, a wrap up could be a good way to have students
reflect on their collaboration or review examples of good collaboration that took place during the
class. We decided that these kind of wrap up would be good during shorter worksheets and
towards the beginning of the semester when there is more time and TAs are still stressing the
importance of collaboration. However, there were discussions that this is a more expert skill,
because TAs who are new may not have the time or capacity to keep track of who is doing well
and also reflect on it at the end of class.

Figure 4: Guidelines of what to say and how to interact during whole class interventions.

Figure 5: Guidelines of how to structure the end of class wrap up to emphasize collaboration.
During both workshops there were many discussions about how these guidelines should
be shared with other TAs. Both TAs are graduating and will no longer be teaching these courses.
A final decision was made to provide new TAs with a cheat sheet of guidelines for collaboration
(Figures 1-5) and integrate some concrete collaborative tips based on these guidelines into the
solutions pages that TAs are supplied with for each week. The TAs built these tips based on the
guidelines we created as a team. Figure 6, 7, and 8 show tips that were embedded in a worksheet
that future TAs can use to promote more collaboration among groups. In Figure 6, the TAs added
support to help future TA situate the worksheet within the sequence of the task. Figure 7 and 8
illustrate how the guidelines, such as challenging students’ ideas and transferring questions to
other group members, can be embedded within challenging content areas to support the TAs
when students may struggle.

Figure 6: Application of the guideline “situate the worksheet in the scope and sequence of the
course”

Figure 7: Application of the guideline “challenge students ideas”

Figure 8: Application of the guideline “de-emphasize the right answer; ask prompt students to
ask their group members”
Conclusions and Implications
This paper presented guidelines that can be used by teaching assistants to support
students’ collaboration at the beginning, during, and at the end of undergraduate engineering
discussion sections. Three researchers and two TAs who had teaching experiences with
collaborative problem solving co-designed these guidelines. Both TAs brought the realities of
their experiences to the design process and helped shape the content and format of the guidelines
in ways that can facilitate its implementation and uptake by other practitioners. These guidelines
can be used to inform the content of preparation programs that aim at helping TAs better perform
their teaching duties during discussion sections. They can also be used by TAs to create tips that
can help them facilitate collaboration when students are working on specific worksheets. Future
studies must assess the impact of using these guidelines on how TAs implement collaborative
problem solving activities in undergraduate engineering classes. They must also assess the
impact of using these guidelines on the TAs’ perceptions of collaboration and the development
of teaching practices to orchestrate collaborative problem solving classrooms. These guidelines
can also be used by other teachers with different age groups and disciplines to facilitate
collaborative problem solving activities.
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